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80EDAYS START 27.6.2020
You are invited to be part of a world record. As our next Around the World Rally (whole

route) approaches, you are invited to be a part of this historic trip.

20 Teams have signed the letter of intent to join a part or the whole world record breaking

road trip. Join just one event for free, cross one nation with us for as little as 187,20€ or

join a continent crossing such as Europe from Spain to Norway, crossing North America

in August 2020 or from Ukraine to Spain in October 2020 for 1872€ per team car plus

additional team members for 187,20€ each. For one stage you're allowed to join with a

solo driver, for the whole around the world expedition you have to join with a minimum of

two drivers. Here’s an overview of the route which is subject to change depending on
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two drivers. Here’s an overview of the route which is subject to change depending on

additional stops desired by the community from the start on 27.6.2020. The finish date

and location of the first Europe trip will be Bergen/Norway on 12.7.2020 having a farewell

party for all teams shipping their cars to Halifax where the cars will drive end of July to

the epic North America trip. All teams will get an official 80edays T-shirts and a RFID

token from Electromaps to be able to charge the electric car all around the world.

On 1.11.2020 registered participants will have the chance to come to the kick off meeting

in Frankfurt where we will gather to enjoy a presentation from Rafael de Mestre. He’ll talk

about 80edays 2012 and 2016 and explain details to all who want to join part or the

whole of the adventure of 80edays 2020. Please inform us if you intend to join so we can

accommodate. In parallel we will open a WebEx web conference session where people

unable to come to Frankfurt can place their questions. We will stream the event live on

our website www.80edays.com so that everyone will be able to follow and enjoy. Please

confirm here if you are interested to join or send an email to office@80edays.com.

80EDAYS START LOCATION
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Three cities are bidding to be start and finish point of 80edays. With your vote you can

define the host city for the big launch. You can place one vote for free. Ask your friends,

the community or the whole city to vote! If you want to place more votes you can pay for

voting to get more votes. A minimum of 25.000 votes are needed and voting ends

31.1.2020. Click on one of the three cities to get to the voting page and help your favorite

to win!

BECOME STOP OF 80EDAYS
Take a look at the tree route we are planning to follow and check if you would like us to

stop at your location. A proposition will be added after your payment of 100€ and will

appear at the website to be voted for by the community. If you manage to get 10,000

votes before 30.4.2020 we will add a charge stop at your city intending to plant a new

80edays tree if possible.

https://80edays.com/future#vote
https://treeworld.80edays.com/


NRG KICK
2016 NRG Kick enabled us to drive around the world easily, sponsoring us with their

mobile chargers which never failed on the whole rally charging at very different power

sources from 110V-400V and 5A to 32A one phase, two or three phase. The NRG Kick

was reliable at the Gobi desert lying in the sun at temperatures over 50 degrees, in rain

and all weather conditions. Therefore we are very happy to announce that NRG kick will

sponsor every team who wants to make the whole around the world trip with us with one

device that’s able to charge everywhere where there is light burning.

https://treeworld.80edays.com/
https://www.nrgkick.com/


80EDAYS 2024
We worked hard to make an emission free trip in 2020 but had to learn to be too early.

The ship industry is not ready yet. 2012 the first around the world trip failed to be in 80

days but the second in 2016 did work out. Rafael de Mestre does not give up and will

continue trying and is looking forward to 2024 where BRIGANTES will be ready to

transport over the Atlantic Ocean, CEIBA may transport over the Pacific or an other ship

joining the Sail Cargo Alliance. We may jump over the Bering Street using an electric

ferry driving from solar car port to solar car port in Alaska enabling us to drive where

inhabitants taking planes due too the lack of gas stations. The president of the PRINCE

ALBERT II Foundation liked this idea of driving through Alaska so let's see what we can

move. Helpers and supporters are welcome.

80EDAYS WORLD RECORDS
The initiator of exciting electric car endurance events is accustomed to world records,

nearly every electric car event he is organizing is beating world records so it's obvious
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nearly every electric car event he is organizing is beating world records so it's obvious

that the 3rd edition of 80edays will beat again records. The 2016 records

biggest team of electric cars ever driven around the world

fastest electric car circumnavigation

most electric km driven in a rally

were just some.

The amount of electric cars finishing 80edays in 2016 were more than the sum of electric

cars ever driven around the world till today.

The master of electric car endurance is pushing more and more people to change to

electric by the extreme fun he is transporting in his events. This time he will beat the

record of organizing the longest rally ever been in history. 80edays will superate the

record set up by gas cars. Guinness Book of records is informed.

 

Picture taken in a dead city in China at 80edays 2016 (c) 80edays.com
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All emission caused by participants or this event itself will be compensated by the

support of the myClimate tree planting project in Nicaragua.

In addition every sold or handed over original 80edays T-shirt plants a tree.

#80edays, the epic and unforgettable pollution free fun to be told to your grand children.

Your

https://www.myclimate.org/information/climate-protection-projects/detail-climate-protection-projects/show/Project/nicaragua-forestry-7186/
https://www.myclimate.org/information/climate-protection-projects/detail-climate-protection-projects/show/Project/nicaragua-forestry-7186/
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Assotiatia eco Grand Prix #racingforfuture
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